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Abstract
Time-dependent B
0
d
-

B
0
d
mixing is studied using 1.5 million hadronic Z decays
collected by L3. Semileptonic B decays are selected by requiring at least one re-
constructed lepton in both thrust hemispheres. Charge correlations between the
tagged leptons are studied as a function of proper time. The proper time of the
b-hadron decay is measured by reconstructing the production and decay vertices
using a silicon microvertex detector. The measured B
0
d
meson oscillation frequency
corresponds to a mass dierence m
d
between the two B
0
d
mass eigenstates of
m
d
=

0:496
+0:055
 0:051
(stat)  0:043 (syst)

ps
 1
:
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
Introduction
As in the case of K-mesons, oscillations between particle-antiparticle states are expected in
neutral B-mesons. In the Standard Model, the mechanism causing mixing is a second-order
weak interaction through box diagrams. The avour eigenstates B
0
d
(

bd) and

B
0
d
(b

d) are linear
combinations of the mass eigenstates B
1
and B
2
. Neglecting the decay width dierence between
B
1
and B
2
and the eects of CP violation, both expected to be small, the probability P to nd
a B
0
d
decaying at proper time t, provided it was produced as

B
0
d
at t = 0, is given by
P (

B
0
d
! B
0
d
) =
1

e
 
t


1   cosm
d
t
2

where  is the lifetime of the B meson. A measurement of the oscillation frequency thus gives
a direct measurement of the mass dierence m
d
between the two mass eigenstates.
The phenomenon of B
0
-

B
0
mixing is well established by experiment. Time-integrated prob-
abilities for mixing in the B
0
-

B
0
system were rst measured by the UA1 Collaboration [1] for
a mixture of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons. Mixing of B
0
d
-

B
0
d
alone was measured at the (4S) by the
ARGUS and CLEO [2] experiments. Precise measurements of B
0
-

B
0
mixing have been obtained
at LEP [3] for a mixture of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons. The time dependence of mixing for B
0
d
mesons
has been recently studied at LEP using various techniques [4{6].
Here we present a measurement of the B
0
d
oscillation frequency with the L3 detector. For this
study we use dileptons in opposite hemispheres to tag the avour of the b-hadrons in Z! b

b
decays. The signature for mixing is the presence of same-sign lepton pairs. Proper time is
measured by reconstructing primary and secondary vertices. The dilepton sample corresponds
to about 1.5 million hadronic Z decays recorded in 1994.
In the following sections we describe the L3 detector, the event and lepton selections, the
proper time reconstruction, the tting procedure and the results of the measurement of B
0
d
-

B
0
d
oscillations.
The L3 Detector
The L3 detector is described in detail in reference 7. It consists of a central tracking chamber,
a high-resolution electromagnetic calorimeter composed of bismuth germanium oxide (BGO)
crystals, a ring of plastic scintillation counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with
proportional wire chamber readout and a high resolution muon chamber system. These detec-
tors are installed in a 12 m diameter magnet which provides a uniform eld of 0.5 T along the
beam direction.
The muon spectrometer, located outside the hadron calorimeter, consists of three layers of
drift chambers which measure 56 points on the muon trajectory in the bending plane (r-) and
8 points in the non-bending direction (z).
The material preceding the barrel part of the electromagnetic calorimeter amounts to less
than 10% of a radiation length. In this region the energy resolution of the BGO calorimeter
is better than 2% and the angular resolution of electromagnetic clusters is better than 0:5

for
energies above 1 GeV.
The central tracking chamber is a time expansion chamber (TEC) which consists of two
cylindrical layers of 12 and 24 sectors, with a total of 62 wires measuring r- coordinates. The
single wire resolution ranges from 35 m to 100 m depending on the drift distance. A chamber
mounted just outside the TEC provides z coordinate measurements.
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A Silicon Microvertex Detector (SMD) was installed inside the L3 detector during 1993. It
consists of two cylindrical layers of double-sided silicon microstrip detectors, placed at 6 cm and
8 cm from the beam axis, respectively, covering  90% of the solid angle. Each layer consists
of 12 basic modules, constructed out of four silicon sensors 70 mm long, 40 mm wide and 300
m thick, with a readout pitch of 50 m on the junction (r-) side and 150/200 m on the
ohmic (z) side. The intrinsic resolution of the SMD is 7 m on the junction side and 15 m
on the ohmic side [8].
Tracks are rst reconstructed in the TEC. They are then extrapolated to the SMD layers
and retted using the matched SMD hits.
Event Selection
Hadronic events are selected by the following cuts:
 total calorimetric energy E
cal
> 38 GeV;
 longitudinal energy imbalance jE
k
j=E
vis
< 0:5;
 transverse energy imbalance jE
?
j=E
vis
< 0:5.
E
vis
is the sum of the calorimetric energy and the energy of any muon observed in the muon
spectrometer; E
k
and E
?
are, respectively, the energy ow parallel and transverse to the beam
direction.
 energy of the most energetic jet [7] > 10 GeV;
 at least 15 calorimetric clusters;
 at least 5 tracks which include a hit from the inner r- layer of the SMD.
Lepton Identication
Events are classied as dilepton events if there is at least one lepton candidate in each event
hemisphere dened by the thrust axis. If there are several lepton candidates in the same
hemisphere, only the one with the highest momentum is considered for charge assignment and
secondary vertex reconstruction. The lepton is associated to a jet.
Selection of muon candidates
Muon candidates are selected by the following criteria:
 tracks found in the barrel muon system (j cos j < 0:82) must be reconstructed in at
least two of the three r- chamber layers and one of the two z chamber layers.
 The measured muon momentum must be greater than 4 GeV and the measured muon
transverse momentum p
t
with respect to the associated jet must be greater than 1 GeV.
We exclude the muon from the jet for the calculation of p
t
.
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 The reconstructed muon track must come from the collision region: the transverse (r-
plane) distance to the average interaction point must be less than three times its error
and at most 300 mm. The longitudinal (z) distance must be less than four times its error
and at most 400 mm. On average the errors on transverse and longitudinal distances are
40 mm and 50 mm, respectively.
 a match is required between the track reconstructed in the muon detector and a track
from the inner tracker system.
Selection of electron candidates
Electron candidates are selected by the following criteria:
 The energy of a cluster in the barrel of the BGO calorimeter (selected with a polar
angle j cos j < 0:69) must be greater than 3 GeV and the measured electron transverse
momentum with respect to the associated jet must be greater than 1 GeV. The electron
candidate is excluded from the jet in the calculation of its transverse momentum.
 The lateral shower shape of the BGO cluster must be consistent with that of an elec-
tromagnetic shower: E
9=25
> 0:9, where E
9=25
is the ratio of the energy deposited in 9
crystals around the shower center to the energy of 25 crystals. The number of crystals
associated with the BGO cluster must be more than 9.
 To suppress hadrons further, the energy in the hadron calorimeter inside a cone around
the electron candidate is required to be less than 3 GeV. The cone is centered on the
BGO cluster and has a half opening angle of 7

.
 The dierence between the azimuthal angles estimated from the shower center and from
the track impact point at the BGO calorimeter must be smaller than 5 mrad. The BGO
cluster must be matched to a track satisfying the matching in energy E=p < 2, where E
is the energy of the cluster measured in the BGO and p is the momentum of the matching
track as measured in the central tracker. For the projection on the r- plane, E
?
and p
?
,
we require j1=E
?
  1=p
?
j <0.07 GeV
 1
.
The numbers of selected inclusive lepton and dilepton events are given in Table 1. The JETSET
7.3 Monte Carlo program [9] was used to generate hadronic Z decays. The detector simulation
was performed by a GEANT-based description of the L3 detector [10]. The fragmentation of
b quarks was modeled using the fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [11] with an average
energy of b-hadrons hx
E
i = 0:70 E
beam
. More details about the generation of weak decays of c-
and b-hadrons are given in Reference 12. Parameters of the generation relevant for the present
analysis are given in Table 2.
Momentum and transverse momentum spectra of muon and electron candidates in dilepton
events are shown in Figure 1 for data and Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo spectra are normalized
to the same luminosity as the data.
Proper Time Reconstruction
To estimate the decay length of a b-hadron candidate one needs to determine the primary and
secondary vertex positions. Vertex nding is performed in the r- plane. The direction of the
4
Event type Number of events b-purity ( % )
(no vertex nding)
lepton + hadrons 45876 77
e + hadrons 22231 73
 + hadrons 23645 80
2 leptons + hadrons 1600 98
ee + hadrons 334 97
e + hadrons 779 99
 + hadrons 487 98
Table 1: The number of inclusive lepton and dilepton events used in this analysis.
Parameter Value
b lifetime (ps) 1.55
Br(b! l) 0.1068
Br(b! c! l) 0.08
Br(b! c! l) 0.014

s
0.48
Table 2: The parameters used in the simulation. 
s
is the time-integrated mixing probability
for B
0
s
mesons.
jet containing the lepton is then used to obtain a three-dimensional decay length. A subsample
of good tracks is rst selected requiring for each track at least 26 hits with a span of at least
36 wires
1)
, a momentum in the r- plane be greater than 0.2 GeV and a distance of closest
approach (DCA) to the average position of the e
+
e
 
collision point in the r- plane be less
than 10 mm.
These requirements exclude poorly reconstructed tracks, tracks with large curvature and
tracks from decays of long-lived particles. The requirements on the number of hits and their
span ensures an accurate extrapolation of the track to the sensitive volume of the SMD and to
the interaction region. On average 17 tracks survive these cuts in dilepton hadronic events.
The proper time of the b-hadron decay is reconstructed as follows:
 Primary vertex
The primary vertex in the r- plane is reconstructed event by event in an iterative procedure
starting from the known average position of the collision point
2)
. Only tracks with SMD inner r-
1)
The span is the distance between the rst and the last hit in units of the wire spacing.
2)
This point is determined on a ll by ll basis by tting all tracks in Z decays to a common vertex.
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 layer information are considered. Lepton candidates and tracks with a DCA to the candidate
vertex greater than two times its estimated error are excluded. The error estimate includes
the error on the vertex position itself, the track measurement error and a contribution from
multiple scattering. The average position of the collision point and its eective spread are used
to constrain the primary vertex t. The iteration procedure stops if the dierence between two
iterations is less than 3 m or after 10 iterations. The procedure usually converges after a few
iterations. We require at least three tracks for the primary vertex reconstruction. The primary
vertex resolution depends on the number of tracks selected for its reconstruction, on the event
thrust value and direction and on the number of secondary vertex tracks erroneously included
as primary vertex tracks. The resolution for the primary vertex reconstruction in the horizontal
projection (x) for b

b events is about 80 m. As the vertical position (y) of the average collision
point is known with better precision (about 20 m), we take this position as y coordinate of
the primary vertex. The reconstruction eciency of the primary vertex is 95%.
 Secondary vertex
A secondary vertex reconstruction is attempted for each jet containing a lepton using tracks
not included in the primary vertex determination. The lepton is always included as a secondary
vertex track. With this approach we combine into one vertex tracks from the decay of the
b-hadron as well as tracks from subsequent decays. On average 2.9 tracks are used in the
calculation of the B decay vertex position. The average eciency to reconstruct a secondary
vertex is 70%. The eciency drops signicantly for small decay lengths, where the secondary
vertex becomes indistinguishable from the primary one.
 Decay length
The decay length is the distance between primary and secondary vertex reconstructed in
the r- plane and converted to a three-dimensional decay length by l = l
xy
= sin 
jet
where 
jet
is the polar angle of the jet containing the lepton. In our analysis, dilepton events with at
least one measured decay length are selected. This gives a sample of 1340 events with 1862
decay lengths measured. Additional quality cuts for the decay length measurement are then
applied. We require that the error estimate for the decay length reconstruction is less than
1 mm. Negative values of the decay length, due to resolution, should be no further than
three standard deviations away from zero. With these requirements, 1107 dilepton events with
1429 secondary vertices remain. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the dierence between the
reconstructed decay length and the true decay length for Monte Carlo events. As expected,
this distribution is biased towards positive values since the secondary vertex reconstruction
includes tracks coming from the B decay vertex and also from the subsequent D decay vertex.
The resolution is constant in the whole range except at small decay lengths where the track
assignment to each vertex is not as reliable.
 Proper time measurement
The proper time t is related to the decay length in the laboratory system by t = lm
B
=p
B
where m
B
and p
B
are the mass and momentum of the b-hadron. m
B
is taken to be 5.3 GeV. For
the momentum of the b-hadron we have used a constant fraction of the beam energy. Various
fractions of the beam energy were tried and the value p
B
= 0:85 E
beam
was found to optimize
the proper time resolution. The average resolutions of a three Gaussian t are 0.29, 0.91 and
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2.8 ps (the expected period of B
0
d
oscillation corresponds to about 14 ps) and the corresponding
fractions are 0.40, 0.47 and 0.13. The proper time resolution is a function of proper time itself
and the dependence is parametrized in 17 subintervals of the true proper time range with three
Gaussians per interval. As an example we show the proper time distribution obtained from
Monte Carlo for four slices in Figure 3.
Fitting Procedure
The samples containing like-sign and unlike-sign lepton pairs are analysed using an unbinned
maximum-likelihood method. A likelihood is assigned to each event proportional to the prob-
ability density to nd such an event at the measured decay time or decay times if both have
been measured.
The likelihood for a single event with both proper times t
1
and t
2
measured is given by
L
like
(t
1
; t
2
) = P
r
(t
1
)P
w
(t
2
) + P
w
(t
1
)P
r
(t
2
)
L
unlike
(t
1
; t
2
) = P
r
(t
1
)P
r
(t
2
) + P
w
(t
1
)P
w
(t
2
)
for like-sign and unlike-sign events, respectively. P
r
(t) is the probability to nd, at proper time
t, a lepton with the \right" sign of charge, i.e. with the expected sign for a b-quark decay
without mixing. P
w
(t) is the probability of nding a \wrong" sign opposite to the one expected
at proper time t. The presence of \wrong" signs can be due to mixing, leptons from cascade
decays, fake leptons or the contribution of light-quark events passing the event and lepton
selections. Decomposing the probability P
w
(t) into these contributions one gets
P
w
(t) = F
bl
[(1  w
bl
)Q
bl;mix
(t) + w
bl
((1  f
d
  f
s
)Q
bl;dec
(t) +Q
bl;unm
(t))]
+F
bcl
[(1  w
bcl
)Q
bcl;mix
(t) + w
bcl
((1   f
d
  f
s
)Q
bcl;dec
(t) +Q
bcl;unm
(t))]
+F
bfk
[(1  w
bfk
)Q
bfk;mix
(t) + w
bfk
((1  f
d
  f
s
)Q
bfk;dec
(t) +Q
bfk;unm
(t))]
+F
cc
w
cc
Q
cc
(t)
+F
uds
w
uds
Q
uds
(t)
The probability function P
r
(t) is obtained from P
w
(t) by exchanging w and (1   w).
Here f
d
and f
s
are the fractions of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons in the sample; F
bl
, F
bcl
, F
bfk
, F
cc
,
F
uds
are the fractions of the various types of events: leptons coming from semileptonic decays
of b-hadrons, cascade decays (b! c! l, b! c! l, b! J! l
+
l
 
), fake leptons in b

b events,
lepton candidates from cc events and uu, d

d and ss events, respectively.
The w factors (w
bl
, w
bcl
, w
bfk
, w
cc
and w
uds
) give the probabilities to nd a lepton sign
opposite to the one expected if the event resulted from an unmixed B decay. For direct b! l
decays, this probability is the fraction of wrong lepton signs due to charge confusion and is
very small. For cascade decays it is close to one. For fake leptons, there is a non-vanishing
probability to have the same charge as for true leptons from unmixed B decay. These three
b-related w factors are determined from Monte Carlo b

b events. The w factors for cc -events are
those describing the probability to get like-sign pairs in Monte Carlo cc events. For uds-events
the w factors are xed to be 0.5.
For b

b events, in the probabilities Q
i;j
(t) the index i (=bl; bcl; bfk) labels the various types
of events, and the index j (=mix; unm; dec) labels the cases of mixed and unmixed decays of
neutral B-mesons, decays of charged B-mesons and b-baryons, respectively. These probabili-
ties are convolutions of the probability density functions for the corresponding decays with a
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resolution function R(t; t
0
) which describes the probability of nding an event at the measured
time t when it occurred at time t
0
. For instance,
Q
i;mix
(t) = f
d
Z
1
0
1

e
 
t
0

 
1   cosm
d
t
0
2
!
R(t; t
0
)dt
0
+ f
s
Z
1
0
1

e
 
t
0

 
1   cosm
s
t
0
2
!
R(t; t
0
)dt
0
where m
d
and m
s
are the oscillation frequencies of B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons. Q
i;unm
(t) has the
same form except for an opposite sign in front of cosmt
0
. The normalized decay probability
for decays without mixing is given by
Q
i;dec
(t) =
Z
1
0
1

e
 
t
0

R(t; t
0
)dt
0
:
For non-b

b events, the probability density functions Q
cc
(t) and Q
uds
(t) are dened by a
parametrization of the corresponding Monte Carlo distributions for reconstructed decay times.
All fractions F and factors w for dilepton events are listed in Table 3 where by convention
the rst lepton is the most energetic one.
rst lepton second lepton
source
F w F w
b! l 0.882 0.004 0.836 0.004
cascade 0.067 0.89 0.115 0.78
fakes 0.043 0.31 0.041 0.31
cc-events 0.006 0.0 0.006 0.38
uu;d

d; ss-events 0.002 0.50 0.002 0.50
Table 3: Fractions F and factors w for dilepton events from Monte Carlo. The rst lepton is
the most energetic one.
In the cases when only one lepton has a time measurement the probability function of the
lepton with no time measurement is:
P
w
= F
bl
[(1  w
bl
)+ w
bl
(1  )]
+F
bcl
[(1  w
bcl
)+ w
bcl
(1  )]
+F
bfk
[(1  w
bfk
)+ w
bfk
(1   )]
+F
cc
w
cc
+ F
uds
w
uds
;
where  = (f
d

d
+ f
s

s
), 
d
(m
d
) and 
s
(m
s
) are the time-integrated mixing probabilities
including all reconstruction eciencies for B
0
d
and B
0
s
mesons.
The total likelihood L for the full event sample is calculated as the product of likelihood
functions L
like
or L
unlike
for each event. An unbinned maximum-likelihood t is then performed
to extract the oscillation frequency m
d
.
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Results and Systematic Errors for m
d
In Figure 4 the distribution of decay times for all leptons in the dilepton sample is plotted
for like-sign (N
++
+N
  
) and unlike-sign (N
+ 
+N
 +
) events, where N
++
, N
  
, N
+ 
and
N
 +
are numbers of dilepton events with dierent leptons charge combinations. There are 483
reconstructed vertices in the like-sign events and 946 in the unlike-sign events. Events when
both decay times have been reconstructed for both leptons enter the plots twice. The t results
are shown by the superimposed curves. The ratio of like-sign dileptons to the total number of
dilepton events as a function of the proper time is shown in Figure 5. The expected variation
with proper time is clearly observed. Individual contributions to the distribution from dierent
sources (see Table 3) are shown on the same plot.
In the t to the data the value for the oscillation frequency of B
0
s
mesons was xed to 10
ps
 1
, thus assuming a large mixing in the B
0
s
system. The B lifetime was xed to the B
0
world
average value 
B
0
= 1:58  0:05 ps [13].
To nd m
d
a four-parameter t was performed. The tted parameters are m
d
, the B
0
d
and B
0
s
fractions in b

b events f
d
and f
s
and the cascade fraction F
bcl
. The oscillation frequency
m
d
is a free parameter; for the other three parameters Gaussian constraints are applied.
The fractions f
d
and f
s
are set to the ones derived from D
s
-lepton and 
c
-lepton correlations
measured by the ALEPH [14] experiment. The result of the t is given in Table 4. The error
Parameter Fit result Constraint
m
d
0:496
+0:066
 0:063
ps
 1
free
f
d
0:391  0:024 0:388  0:025
f
s
0:122  0:024 0:11 0:028
F
bcl
F
MC
bcl
 (0:97  0:14) F
MC
bcl
 (1: 0:15)
Table 4: The result of the t for the data. F
MC
bcl
is the relative fraction of cascade decays as
derived from Monte Carlo.
on m
d
includes the statistical error as well as a contribution from the errors of the tted
fractions. To separate out the statistical error we x all fractions to their tted values and
repeat the t. This gives
m
d
= 0:496
+0:055
 0:051
(stat) ps
 1
where the error is purely statistical. The systematic error on m
d
resulting from the tted
fractions is then obtained by subtracting in quadrature the statistical error. Its value is 0.037.
This method accounts for the strong correlation between these three sources of systematic error.
Individual contributions due to variations of each fraction are 0:017;0:037 and 0:018 for
f
d
, f
s
and F
bcl
respectively.
The other contributions to the systematic error on m
d
, given in Table 5, are obtained as
follows. The variation of the fractions was taken to be 30% for fake leptons and cc events and
50% for light-quarks events. Contributions to the systematic error from the time resolution
were estimated by changing the widths of the resolution function by 25%. The B momentum
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Source of uncertainty Variation of m
d
[ps
 1
]
B
0
d
fraction (f
d
)
B
0
s
fraction (f
s
)  0:036 +0:037
cascade decay fraction (F
bcl
)
fakes fraction  0:009 +0:007
cc fraction +0:001  0:001
uds fraction  0:001 +0:001
B life time  0:004 +0:004
time resolution +0:008  0:007
B momentum +0:015  0:014
w
bl
 0:002 +0:002
w
bcl
 0:010 +0:009
w
bfk
 0:010 +0:009
w
udsc
 0:001 +0:001
m
s
 0:001 +0:001
total +0:043  0:043
Table 5: Summary of contributions to the systematic error on m
d
. The left column cor-
responds to an increased and right one to a decreased value of the parameter under study.
The total errors are calculated as the quadratic sum of all positive and negative contributions,
respectively.
contribution was estimated by changing the average fraction of the beam energy carried by the
b-hadrons by 0:03. The charge confusion factor w
bl
was varied within 30%. The other w
factors were changed by an estimate of their relative uncertainty: 0:05 for w
bcl
, 0:10 for w
bfk
,
and 0:10 for w
udsc
. The variation of m
s
from 3 to 20 ps
 1
gives a negligible contribution to
the systematic error.
The nal result of the m
d
measurement including the systematic error is
m
d
=

0:496
+0:055
 0:051
(stat) 0:043 (syst)

ps
 1
The data exclude the hypothesis of no time dependence of mixing at the 99.9% condence
level as calculated from the dierence in the values of the likelihood in a t with and without
time dependent mixing. The result for m
d
is in good agreement with the results of other
experiments [15].
Several consistency checks were made. A t on a Monte Carlo sample of 2.5 million hadronic
events gives m
d
= 0:4420:041 ps
 1
and reproduces well the input value of m
d
= 0:452 ps
 1
.
As a cross check on a potential bias of the method, the lifetime was also determined from
the data and from the Monte Carlo sample of inclusive lepton events. For the Monte Carlo
sample the t gives 
B
= 1:552 0:013 ps for a Monte Carlo input of 1.55 ps for all b-hadrons.
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For the data a one-parameter t gives 1:584  0:018 ps where the error is statistical only and
is consistent with our previously published result [16].
To check the stability of the result with respect to the cut on the lepton transverse momen-
tum, the four-parameter t was repeated with dierent values of the cut. The results are given
in Table 6. The measurement of m
d
is stable within errors with respect to this cut.
p
t
cut [GeV] m
d
[ps
 1
]
0.75 0.483  0.069
1.00 0.496  0.064
1.25 0.495  0.062
1.50 0.480  0.072
Table 6: Stability with respect to the p
t
cut. A four-parameter t is performed (see text).
Conclusion
The time-dependent B
0
d
-

B
0
d
mixing has been studied from the decay lengths reconstructed us-
ing the silicon microvertex detector with same-sign and opposite-sign dilepton events. The
oscillation frequency is measured to be
m
d
=

0:496
+0:055
 0:051
(stat)  0:043 (syst)

ps
 1
:
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Figure 1: Momentum and transverse momentum spectra of muons and electrons in the selected
dilepton events. The Monte Carlo spectra (histograms) are normalized to the same luminosity
as the data. The spectra correspond to almost pure b

b -events (see Table 1). One entry per
selected lepton is shown.
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Figure 2: Average decay length resolution for b

b events in the dilepton sample. The solid line
is the result of the t to the sum of three Gaussians. The t gives 290 m, 730 m and 3.0
mm for the widths, mean values are 0.21 mm, 0.58 mm and 1.56 mm, and the corresponding
fractions are 0.38, 0.36 and 0.26 respectively.
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Figure 3: The reconstructed proper time compared to the generated proper time of B decay in
four slices of the generated proper time t
gen
( a) 0 < t
gen
< 0:5 ps , b) 1:0 < t
gen
< 2:0 ps , c)
4:0 < t
gen
< 5:0 ps , d) t
gen
> 5:0 ps ). The solid line is the parametrization to a sum of three
Gaussians.
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Figure 4: Proper time spectra for like-sign and unlike-sign dilepton events compared to the t
result. Events in which decay times have been reconstructed for both leptons enter the plots
twice.
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Figure 5: Ratio of same-sign dilepton events to the total number of dilepton events versus
the measured proper time compared to the t result. The solid line is the sum of individual
contributions of dierent sources of such events (see Table 3).
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